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Abstract—Vocabulary acquisition is an important task in second language acquisition field which has drawn more and more attention, which is the central task and listening, speaking, reading, writing, interpreting cannot get rid of the dependence on vocabulary. Therefore, vocabulary teaching should be given primary importance among priorities. In order to cultivate various abilities of learning English, we have to start from language so as to effectively help students enlarge vocabulary. Besides, to improve the ability of applying vocabulary knowledge is the guarantee to improve the English teaching quality. This paper starts from the perspective of information processing model in cognitive psychology to analyze the effect of memory on vocabulary teaching, aiming to study the effect on foreign vocabulary memorizing based on this theoretical basis. Information processing theory is one of the theories of cognitive psychology, which focuses on the process of receiving, processing and applying information.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vocabulary is one of the most important in language system as well as primary support for the survival of language system. The size of vocabulary directly affects the language input and output, which also affects students’ English level. In English teaching, students always find it difficult to memorize vocabulary and therefore, how to fluently and accurately apply these vocabularies shall be an important problem that English teachers must pay attention to. In cognitive psychology, memory is the reflection of past experience, which can record, keep and replay memory. In order improve learning efficiency, we have to take advantage of memory rule as well as correct memorizing methods. To positively absorb the achievements of memory studies new results in terms of cognitive psychology shall have optimization effect on English vocabulary learning.

According to the characteristics of memory, important roles of vocabulary in English, we can take vocabulary as an independent course; in order to help students deepen the memory of vocabulary in class, the combination of new words and old words shall be highlighted so as to improve the deep processing of vocabulary and some memory strategies can be introduced to students while songs, pictures can be adopted. The most important is that teachers have to consciously cultivate the habits for students to independently use vocabularies.

II. THEORY OF MEMORY

Cognitive psychology believes that memory is to input, encode, store and extract information in the cognitive process which is the reflection of past experience. In general, memory theory includes memory processes and memory structure. Memory process refers to the process to process information into memory while memory structure refers to the components of memory system which are both important to the memory system because in order to permanently save the information, the sensory stimulations have to go through these process.

A. Memory process

Even though, memory can be divided into code, storage and extraction stages, they are interdependent and influence each other. Code and storage can be beckoned as the extraction prerequisite while extraction and code are results of storage. If information is not encoded in the storage system there won’t be memories which can be extracted and if there is no extraction, code and storage shall be meaningless.

B. Memory structure

Sensory memory is also known as immediate memory, which refers to the recorded prime and instantaneous information storage in the premise of external stimulating the brain, and it is the first step of memory information processing.

Short-term memory is also known as working memory, which refers to the time of processing information and is also the location to grant information with meaning. Long-term memory is also known as permanent memory which is the main component of human memories which is the storeroom for knowledge with general knowledge such as grammatical rules and arithmetic rules.

III. PROTOTYPE MEMORY MODEL IN VOCABULARY

In English teaching, teachers shall teach various vocabularies in one class yet the effect is poor because the volume of short-term memory is small. Besides, the big volume of vocabularies aggravates their burden and interferes the code as well as processing and their
memories gone before they understand them. Obviously, this situation is not beneficial to their vocabulary learning. Therefore, it is very important to input vocabularies and make it easy to remember. We believe that prototype can solve this problem and its starting point is that basic definitions in memories are related. Some are in the location while some in the edge location. Prototype refers to the practical examples located in the center of certain components which are differentiated and similar while prototype plays as a coordinator. In addition, categorical component is far away from the prototype and it takes long time to be close to it.

Another heuristic point of prototype model is that vocabulary memories can be remembered based on semantic category which can be proved by psychological experiments. Therefore, we can take advantage of the relation between hypernyms and hyponyms to memorize vocabularies. For example, concerning the hypernyms of furniture, they are chair, table, bed etc. So, the division of semantic category can be used to improve memory effect and rapidly enlarge vocabulary.

IV. RELEVANT CONCEPTS OF MEMORY MODEL AND VOCABULARY TEACHING IN COGNITIVE PSYCHOLOGY

In general, students studying is made up of two systems: regulating system and cognitive system. The former involves the motivation, emotion, and will while the latter involves the internal operation of acquiring knowledge which are entirely different. For example, whether the learning event will become a pressure and ignite anxiety and tension shall be determined by the cognitive appraisal of students; if the evaluation result finds out that this event shall constitute a threat on self-esteem, reputation, status and capacity, it shall be a pressure. It indicates that the operation of cognitive system will affect the status of regulating system. In the contrast, the anxiety and tension will also affect students’ attention, memory, problem solving and verbal exposition, that is to say the operation of regulating system also affects the situation of cognitive system.

The information flow chart frequently adopted by information processing theorists to show the process of learning is shown in figure 1:
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From this model, we can know that the cognitive learning process includes following stages: first, temporary feeling storage which happens in mutual stimulation between main body and environment. In a moment, various stimulant functions interact in sense organ while only little information enter fields of consciousness and most of them distinct. Second, attention and selective perception, only when the information stored based on temporary feeling is paid attention to, can the information becomes consciousness. Besides, children shall have selective perception when they concentrate on one thing. Third, memory, which includes short-term memory and long-term memory. The process of cognitive learning is information collecting, processing, storage which can be adopted when necessary.

V. CONCLUSION

Based on the researches on cognitive science principle, we can preliminary identify the basic principle
and general idea of vocabulary learning so find out the breakthrough of vocabulary learning. The general idea of vocabulary teaching is to take communicative approach as the core and cultivate comprehensive communication ability based on systematicness, cognition, emotion and culture.

Overall, the vocabulary memory is an open topic with various approaches and models. From the perspective of the new results in terms of memory research in cognitive psychology we can find out that memory has obvious effect on English vocabulary teaching and scientific teaching approaches shall be important conditions to complete teaching task. To improve cognitive level of vocabulary processing, continually explore new results in scientific field and develop scientific as well as effective teaching methods shall be guarantees to implement excellent English education.
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